A 100 mm aperture, field-widened Fabry-Perot interferometer and a sky-mapping filter photometer were used in support of the IMS F-region chemical release program at Wallops Island, VA. On the night of the successful SF 6 release near lcal midnight (8/9 November 1983) the neutral wind components Vm meridional) and vz (zonal), as well as the neutral temperature T, of the thermosphere were determined from 02 h UT to 06 h UT. Divergence in tie zonal flow was noted. No 630.0 nm airglow enhancement/depletion was detected.- 
followed by In the next sections we describe the experimental apparatus and present the results of our observations.
II. Apparatus
The field-widened, photoelectric Fabry-Perot (FP) interferometer and controlled by a microprocessor and microprocessor with provision for real-time Finally an interesting observation is indicated in Fig. 4 , where the strongly converging zonal flow just before the SF 6 release may have largely disappeared shortly afterwards. This conceivably could result from a change in the strength of the ionospheric plasma-neutral thermosphere coupling induced by the electron attachment to the released SF 6 molecules. However, since this effect is inferred from a single, West-looking observation at 0550 UT, the result must be regarded as speculative and will require corrobating evidence from comparison with other measurements of the ionospheric behavior during the same period.
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